2015 PA Supreme
Court Voters' Guide

PS

On Tuesday, Nov. 3, voters will decide the direction of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court by electing three new
justices to the seven-member court.
The remaining members of the court are evenly split — two Democrats and two Republicans — so this election
will determine the political makeup of the court for years to come.
A Pennsylvania Supreme Court judge is elected for a 10-year term with the possibility to be retained for another
10-year term on a yes/no vote. Judges, however, are required to retire at the age of 70.
Since very few cases go to the U.S. Supreme Court, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court often makes final rulings
on state law. The court deals with cases about civil rights, religious rights, the environment and redistricting of
congressional districts, among other important issues that will aﬀect Pennsylvanians.
Use this PublicSource voters’ guide to make an informed vote for this historic state Supreme Court election.
PublicSource asked each candidate four questions, and their responses have been edited for length and clarity.
Visit our online guide at http://publicsource.org/supreme-court-voters-guide.
*Campaign contribution data current as of Oct. 19, but may not contain every contribution from Sept. 15 to Oct.
19.
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Christine Donohue - Superior Court judge
Party:
Democrat
Age: 62

Q&A responses:
Judge Donohue did not respond to PublicSource’s request for
submission to the voters’ guide.

Bachelor's Degree:
East Stroudsburg University
Law degree:
Duquesne University School of Law
Work experience:
Lawyer - 27 years
Judge - 7 years
Top campaign contributors:
1) Committee for a Better Tomorrow
(Philadelphia Trial Lawyers Association
PAC) - $700,000
2) Metropolitan Regional Council
Carpenters PAC of Philadelphia &
Vicinity - $110,000
3) Edwin Beachler (Pittsburgh lawyer) $45,000
Endorsements:
Service Employees International Union
PA State Council
Pennsylvania Federation of Teachers
Sierra Club
PA Bar Association rating:
Highly recommended
“She demonstrates a wealth of
knowledge in a variety of areas,
including civil, domestic relations,
criminal and constitutional matters. The
candidate's reputation among her
colleagues is one of intelligence,
conscientiousness and objectivity, and
she is known for possessing high
ethical standards. Her opinions and
legal writings are well-reasoned.
She also has extensive community
involvement and has taught courses for
both professional and lay audiences.”
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Kevin Dougherty - Court of Common Pleas judge
Party:
Democrat
Age: 53
Bachelor's Degree:
Temple University
Law degree:
Antioch School of Law
Work experience:
Assistant District Attorney - 6 years
Lawyer - 9 years
Judge - 14 years
Top campaign contributors:
1) Committee for a Better Tomorrow
(Philadelphia Trial Lawyers Association
PAC) - $625,000
2) International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers Local 98 - $450,000
3) International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers PAC Voluntary Fund $125,000
Endorsements:
National Organization of Women
Pennsylvania State Troopers
Association
Pennsylvania American Federation of
Labor-Congress of Industrial
Organizations (AFL-CIO)
PA Bar Association rating:
Recommended
“...[H]e implemented innovative
solutions to problems in the juvenile
dependency and delinquency areas. He
has served on statewide commissions
studying juvenile justice issues and
statewide committees recommending
domestic relations and juvenile court
procedural rules. He is a strong
administrator. Considered fair, openminded, courteous and a good listener,
he also is a hard worker and a
consensus builder.”

Q&A responses continued:
1) What is your general judicial philosophy?
My judicial philosophy has always been grounded in the belief that all
persons are entitled to have their legitimate controversies heard by an
impartial tribunal that reaches its decision through the application of
established law to the facts of the case.
In my view, the interpretation of Constitutional law requires a jurist to
understand not only the text and structure of the document and the
intentions of the drafters of the document, but also the historical,
doctrinal, and jurisprudential applications of the rule of law the
document enshrines.
In my many years of deciding cases in Philadelphia Family court, I have
not had the opportunity to directly address the constitutionality of any
particular statute or practice in a published opinion.
2) What are the top issues that the Supreme Court will face over the
next five years?
Certainly two of the ongoing issues … will involve a) redistricting and b)
statutory revisions to Act 13, [the 2012 legislation that amended the
state’s oil and gas law]. As a judicial candidate, I am prohibited from
commenting on how I would rule on issues likely to come before the
court. I do believe that I can say the following:
a) With respect to redistricting, “one person, one vote” has been the law
of the land since 1962, but rarely in this political day and age are
districts drawn that reflect this principle. The Supreme Court has the
responsibility to ensure that districting maps reflect voting equality... In
2012, the court initially rejected the map the committee prepared, but
approved a subsequent map that still had unequal and oddly shaped
districts. In my view, the maps should be drawn constitutionally so that
citizens’ communities are not divided, but remain fairly representative,
and not gerrymandered to provide unfair advantage to either political
party.
[Dougherty writes below about a previous Supreme Court decision that
struck down parts of Act 13 on the grounds that they violated the
constitution’s Environmental Rights Amendment, which cites the
government’s responsibility to maintain the environment for its citizens.]
b) While the resolution of the dispute in Robinson Township [in
Washington County], by application of the Environmental Rights
Amendment (Article 1, Section 27 of the Pennsylvania Constitution),
garnered a plurality of the court, a clear majority of the court agreed that
the sections of Act 13 at issue in that case were unconstitutional. Three
justices agreed that the sections violated the ERA while a fourth justice
concurred in the result on the ground that the challenged sections of
Act 13 violated substantive due process guarantees. Thus, the
determination that the disputed sections of Act 13 are unconstitutional
garnered a majority view.
I cannot discuss topics that are likely to come before the court.
However, I believe can say that I agree that the citizens in the Robinson
case, in essence, sought vindication of their rights to quality of life on
their properties and in their communities, and that insofar as the broadly
granted zoning rights to the oil and gas industry attendant to Act 13
threatened the quality of air and water, as well as the health and safety
of citizens and the quiet enjoyment of their own private property, the
challenged sections of the Act violated the ERA.
[continued on page 3]
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Kevin Dougherty - Court of Common Pleas judge
Party:
Democrat
Age: 53
Bachelor's Degree:
Temple University
Law degree:
Antioch School of Law
Work experience:
Assistant District Attorney - 6 years
Lawyer - 9 years
Judge - 14 years
Top campaign contributors:
1) Committee for a Better Tomorrow
(Philadelphia Trial Lawyers Association
PAC) - $625,000
2) International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers Local 98 - $450,000
3) International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers PAC Voluntary Fund $125,000
Endorsements:
National Organization of Women

Q&A responses continued:
3) Given the Supreme Court’s role as the administrator of the state’s
court system, what is your vision for the Pennsylvania judicial
system? What specific changes would you advocate for and why?
I would favor the creation of programs designed to assist low-income
citizens to gain access to the judicial system with programs that that go
beyond simply encouraging attorneys to perform more pro bono work.
...I have partnered with lawyers and advocacy groups to enhance the
access of low-income and otherwise disadvantaged persons to the
justice system. The rights to housing, children and custody are most
frequently at risk for the underprivileged, and I support the creation of
“help-desks,” interpreters for non-native English speakers, and greater
community legal services access to protect these rights.
I would recommend a commonwealth-wide acceptance of specialty
courts whose purpose would be to divert those whose acts of criminal
conduct were a result of mental health issues. This is a more eﬀective
way to prevent people from getting caught in a vicious cycle of
recidivism. Additionally, I believe in ensuring appropriate funding for
indigent criminal defendants so they can receive completely competent
representation.
4) What do you want voters to know about you personally?
Personally, outside of my devotion to the law, I am devoted to my family
and my faith. I also enjoy the outdoors and I am proud of the
magnificent state parks, waterways, mountains and game lands we
have in Pennsylvania.

Pennsylvania State Troopers
Association
Pennsylvania American Federation of
Labor-Congress of Industrial
Organizations (AFL-CIO)
PA Bar Association rating:
Recommended
“...[H]e implemented innovative
solutions to problems in the juvenile
dependency and delinquency areas. He
has served on statewide commissions
studying juvenile justice issues and
statewide committees recommending
domestic relations and juvenile court
procedural rules. He is a strong
administrator. Considered fair, openminded, courteous and a good listener,
he also is a hard worker and a
consensus builder.”
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David Wecht - Superior Court judge
Party:
Democrat
Age: 53
Bachelor's Degree:
Yale College
Law degree:
Yale Law School
Work experience:
Lawyer - 14 years
Allegheny County Register of Wills &
Clerk of Orphans’ Court - 6 years
Judge - 12 years
Top campaign contributors:
1) Committee for a Better Tomorrow
(Philadelphia Trial Lawyers Association
PAC) - $575,000
2) Metropolitan Regional Council
Carpenters PAC of Philadelphia &
Vicinity - $125,000
3) International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers Local No. 5 PAC $87,500

Q&A responses continued:
1) What is your general judicial philosophy?
Generally, I subscribe to a philosophy of judicial restraint, and I am
inclined to resist easy certainties. I am a student of [Learned] Hand and
[Felix] Frankfurter. My devotion is not to any particular ideology, but
rather to well-reasoned and thoughtfully constructed jurisprudence. I
abhor results-driven judging, and I believe that all judges should
approach their duties with an open mind and a commitment to
intellectual honesty. I believe that our laws are neither static nor
talismanic, and that judicial interpretation of our laws must be allowed
to evolve within our common law system.
I encourage you to look to my submissions to the Pennsylvania Bar
Association.
2) What are the top issues that the Supreme Court will face over the
next five years?
Given the recent scandals that have undermined the reputation of the
Supreme Court of Pennsylvania, the time is ripe for many diﬀerent
reforms respecting judicial ethics. To that end, in February 2015, I
issued a five-point ethics & transparency plan, in which I proposed the
following changes to Pennsylvania’s Code of Judicial Conduct:
– An end to all judicial gifts.
– An end to judicial nepotism. …The judiciary is not a jobs program for
judges’ family members.

Endorsements:
PA Fraternal Order of Police

– Requirement that judges respond, on the record, to all recusal
requests.

Pennsylvania State Education
Association

– Place cameras in all Pennsylvania courtrooms. ...Such monitoring
would permit commonwealth citizens to see what judges are doing in
their name and on their dime.

Pennsylvania AFL-CIO
PA Bar Association rating:
Highly recommended
“The candidate has consistently shown
his aﬃnity for the law since the
beginning of his legal career as a
hardworking and prolific lawyer, and,
more recently, as a distinguished
member of the judiciary for the last 12
years. While serving as a common pleas
court judge in Allegheny County, he
created the innovative ‘One Family, One
Judge’ program that sought and
achieved consistency in matters before
the family court division. ...His opinions
during his tenure on both courts have
been well reasoned, thorough and
cogent, demonstrating a deep
understanding of the often-complex
legal issues involved and providing clear
guidance on future matters to the
courts, attorneys and litigants.”

– Mandatory ethics training for all judicial candidates.
3) Given the Supreme Court’s role as the administrator of the state’s
court system, what is your vision for the Pennsylvania judicial
system? What specific changes would you advocate for and why?
The court has become unduly enmeshed in political machinations and
bureaucratic decision-making. The primary focus of the Supreme Court
of Pennsylvania needs to be the crafting of jurisprudence that oﬀers
clear guidance regarding the meaning and scope of the Pennsylvania
Constitution and Laws. ...The Justices of the court must retain for
themselves the time and the energy and the resources to focus on law.
Administration is supposed to be the charge of the Administrative Oﬃce
of Pennsylvania courts. ...Delegation to the AOPC, with retention of
proper guidance and oversight, would free the Justices of the Supreme
Court of Pennsylvania to return to the business of adjudicating law,
which is what they are elected to do.
4) What do you want voters to know about you personally?
I have written and lectured widely. I have served, and do serve, on a
number of professional associations and committees, and have worked
diligently to improve the law and its administration. I am active in my
community, and I dedicate personal time to helping those in need. ...The
strengths that I bring to bear include a love of jurisprudence, intellectual
curiosity, diligence, a strong work ethic, patience and proper demeanor
with all litigants, and strong writing ability.
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Paul Panepinto - Court of Common Pleas judge
Party:
Independent
Age: 66
Bachelor's Degree:
Villanova University
Masters in political science:
Villanova University
Law degree:
Widener University Law School of
Delaware
Work experience:
Worked in Philadelphia Family Court 19 years
Judge - 24 years
Top campaign contributors:
1) Paul Panepinto - $200,000
Endorsements:
No groups endorsed Panepinto.
PA Bar Association rating:
Recommended
“During his tenure on the bench, the
candidate worked to develop specialty
courts and managed complex litigation
matters. The candidate is
knowledgeable about the law and
procedure. The candidate's reputation
among litigants and counsel is generally
positive. The candidate engages in
community service by teaching at local
institutions of higher education.”

Q&A responses continued:
1) What is your general judicial philosophy?
I believe in the separation of powers as put forth in the Constitution. As
such, I do not believe judges should legislate from the bench. Judges
should interpret the law as enacted by the legislative and executive
branches. I believe in the supremacy of the Constitution and the
protection of our fundamental rights. The court's role is to apply the law
as it is written...
2) What are the top issues that the Supreme Court will face over the
next five years?
One of of the top issues that the Supreme Court will face is reducing the
costs of judicial administration. I have extensive experience in
leadership in the court system and, in fact, I held the position as
administrative judge from 1996 to 2000. I was in charge of a $36 million
budget and 900 employees, as well as supervisory authority for 25
judges. In each year I was given a budget and worked specifically to
curtail unnecessary expenses and control costs.
Other areas of equal importance that will face the new Justices of the
PA Supreme Court are:
– Ethics training for all judges.
– Increase access to justice and more transparency in the court system.
– Decide cases in a timelier manner and publish how each justice votes.
– Work for problem-solving courts and to increase productivity.
3) Given the Supreme Court’s role as the administrator of the state’s
court system, what is your vision for the Pennsylvania judicial
system? What specific changes would you advocate for and why?
I have been a jurist faithfully serving the people in my county for over 25
years. My vision for the Pennsylvania judicial system and top priority is
to promote impartiality and see that justice is served for all the people.
My election as an independent candidate sends a clear message to the
people of this commonwealth that politics has no place in the
courtroom and that judges and justices will not be beholden to political
parties or political bosses.
In general, Supreme Court justices should be more responsive and work
to listen to the people, as well as be more accessible to promote
solutions to problems that the court system can resolve.
4) What do you want voters to know about you personally?
Outside of the law, I was a probation oﬃcer for seven years, practiced
law for 15 years, and had extensive knowledge of the court system and
community issues. Over the years I have extensive community service
work. Other organizations I’m involved in outside of the law include:
National Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges and the National
Campaign to Stop Violence.
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Anne Covey - Commonwealth Court judge
Party:
Republican
Age: 55
Bachelor's Degree:
University of Delaware
Law degree:
Widener University School of Law
Work experience:
Lawyer - 24 years
Pennsylvania Labor Relations Board - 9
years
Judge - 4 years
Top campaign contributors:
1) PA Future Fund - $103,333
2) Build PA PAC - $40,000
3) Coalition for People’s Property Rights
(Major donor: Outdoor Catalyst LLC, an
advertising company) - $40,000
Endorsements:
National Rifle Association - Political
Victory Fund
Associated Builders & Contractors
Pennsylvania Pro-Life Federation
PA Bar Association rating:
Not recommended
“Her opinions as a member of the
Commonwealth court have been well
written, clear and concise. In
connection with her 2011 campaign for
Commonwealth court, the candidate
signed a pledge to not engage in false
or misleading campaign advertising.
The commission viewed one of her
campaign advertisements, which aired
in early November of 2011, and
concluded she violated her pledge.
Moreover, when questioned about the
matter, in the Commission's opinion,
she was not forthright in her
responses.”

Q&A responses continued:
1) What is your general judicial philosophy?
I believe in the fundamental principles of our Constitution and in
upholding our individual rights. I believe in the wisdom of our Founders
and the separation of powers. I believe judges should not legislate from
the bench, but should interpret the laws as enacted by the Legislature
and governor.
2) What are the top issues that the Supreme Court will face over the
next five years?
As a sitting judge and prospective justice, I cannot ethically speak to
how I may rule on future cases. As the Supreme Court chooses which
appeals it hears, it would be unethical to identify particular issues for
review as it would potentially bias lower court decisions and decisions
of potential litigants.
I do believe that the Supreme Court must provide opinions that are clear
and concise. Opinions that are vague and/or contradictory only serve to
generate more litigation. I also believe the Supreme Court should hear
more appeals. By upholding lower court decisions, the Supreme Court
increases certainty in the law.
3) Given the Supreme Court’s role as the administrator of the state’s
court system, what is your vision for the Pennsylvania judicial
system? What specific changes would you advocate for and why?
The Supreme Court must ensure that our courts are ethical, professional
and eﬃcient. Justice delayed is justice denied: The Supreme Court
should encourage our courts to more quickly rule on the cases before
them — of course, not at the expense of justice. The Supreme Court
should allow no tolerance for unethical or unprofessional behavior by
judges or lawyers. Any transgressions should be punished swiftly and
severely.
4) What do you want voters to know about you personally?
I have always had a passion for the law and justice. I believe serving as
a judge is the highest calling in the legal profession.
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Michael George - Court of Common Pleas judge
Party:
Republican
Age: 56
Bachelor's Degree:
Washington & Jeﬀerson College
Law degree:
Dickinson School of Law
Work experience:
Lawyer - 11 years
District Attorney - 6 years
Judge - 13 years
Top campaign contributors:
1) Gary Lowenthal (Co-founder of
Boyds Bears) - $500,000
2) PA Future Fund - $43,833
3) Build PA PAC - $35,000
Endorsements:
Firearms Owners Against Crime
PA Fraternal Order of Police
PA Bar Association rating:
Recommended
“The Candidate is reported to possess
a calm, professional and fair judicial
demeanor and has a reputation as an
excellent administrator. His legal
opinions and rulings are regarded as
well reasoned, and he has
demonstrated his commitment to the
legal profession by participating in
various bar association programs.”

Q&A responses continued:
1) What is your general judicial philosophy?
I believe strongly in the three branches of government recognizing each
has a particular role. More specifically, it is the responsibility of the court
to interpret law, within the confines of the Constitution, rather than write
it. My philosophy has, at its core, the concept that it is the obligation of
the court to provide dignified, respectful and eﬃcient service promoting
the rule of law and fairness for all who appear before it.
2) What are the top issues that the Supreme Court will face over the
next five years?
I am not able to comment on any issues that may come before the
Supreme Court. Again, it is the role of the court to promote the rule of
law and fairness for all who appear before it.
3) Given the Supreme Court’s role as the administrator of the state’s
court system, what is your vision for the Pennsylvania judicial
system? What specific changes would you advocate for and why?
The court needs to increase communications with stakeholders,
understanding that it is ultimately their responsibility to find ways to
increase eﬃciency within judicial and financial restraints. The Judicial
branch should undertake a business process review modeled after a
corporate fiscal review. In 2009, Adams County court of Common Pleas
undertook such a review, which resulted in a half-million dollars in
immediate savings to the county budget through consolidation of
services and elimination of the duplicative process.
4) What do you want voters to know about you personally?
I’m not happy with the current culture or the lack of respect for the court
as an institution. Growing up on welfare, I understand the importance of
stepping into place in order to change one’s destiny. It is a responsibility
and duty to future generations.
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Judith Olson - Superior Court judge
Party:
Republican
Age: 58
Bachelor's Degree:
St. Francis University
Law degree:
Duquesne University School of Law
Work experience:
Lawyer - 24 years
Judge - 7 years
Top campaign contributors:
1) PA Future Fund - $69,833
2) Mike Turzai Leadership Fund $45,000
3) Each gave $25,000: Build PA PAC;
Republican state Sen. Scott Wagner;
and University City Housing Associates
Endorsements:
Pennsylvania State Troopers
Association
Pennsylvania Chamber of Business and
Industry
Firearms Owners Against Crime
PA Bar Association rating:
Highly recommended
“The candidate is a keen legal thinker
and the author of well-reasoned and
well-written opinions. ...The candidate is
consistently assessed as having a high
level of integrity and a congenial,
courteous and professional demeanor,
which has been praised by colleagues,
advocates and court staﬀ. As a serving
Superior Court judge, the candidate has
demonstrated her excellent
administrative skills, which are
evidenced by her ability to issue more
than 300 opinions a year with other
Superior Court panelists”

Q&A responses continued:
1) What is your general judicial philosophy?
It is the job of a judge to review matters of law and not to act as a
“super-legislature,” by imposing “judge-made” law in place of
democratically elected oﬃcials. To do otherwise is to create a threat to
the values of stability and predictability. Judicial restraint is the only
judicial philosophy that preserves those values — values which are
paramount to the proper maintenance of a majoritarian system such as
our own. Moreover, a judge is to strictly interpret the Constitution and
the laws, as written — not as the judge may want them to be.
I also believe that all parties are equal in the eyes of the law and must
be treated fairly and impartially. Every litigant is entitled to his or her day
in court and must be treated with respect.
2) What are the top issues that the Supreme Court will face over the
next five years?
It is diﬃcult to make an accurate assessment of what needs to be
improved in the operation of the Supreme Court without being in a
position to know the intricacies of the daily operation of that court, what
changes are currently being considered by the court, what resources
the court has to implement changes, etc. The most pressing issue,
however, is to restore the integrity of the court and to, once again, instill
faith in the judicial system.
3) Given the Supreme Court’s role as the administrator of the state’s
court system, what is your vision for the Pennsylvania judicial
system? What specific changes would you advocate for and why?
The image of our courts has been significantly tarnished over recent
years and the first thing that all judges must do is lead by example.
Avoiding even the appearance of impropriety should be the mainstay of
every judge in the Commonwealth – from magisterial district judges to
justices of the Supreme Court. ...I also believe that the Supreme Court
can improve the image of the judicial system by enacting commonsense reforms such as a complete ban on gifts, tighter anti-nepotism
policies, and mandatory ethics training for judges. Moreover, members
of the judiciary should be out in the public, meeting with schools,
organizations, etc., to discuss our judicial system. Through openness
and visibility, members of the judiciary can begin to restore the trust of
the people of the Commonwealth.
4) What do you want voters to know about you personally?
As a judge, I have handled thousands of cases in all areas of the law. I
also believe that my practical business experience gives me the tools
necessary to carry out the administrative duties and responsibilities of
the Supreme Court justices. Moreover, my life experiences, as a wife,
mother and community volunteer, have taught me patience, diligence,
open-mindedness and perseverance.
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